8.6 Homework

1. Imagine that a family of three (Alice, Bill, and Chester) plays bingo at home every night. Each night, the chance that any one of the three players will win is $\frac{1}{3}$.
   a. Using A for Alice wins, B for Bill wins, and C for Chester wins, develop a tree diagram that shows the nine possible outcomes for two consecutive nights of play.
   b. Is the probability that “Bill wins both nights” the same as the probability that “Alice wins the first night and Chester wins the second night”? Explain.

2. According to the Washington, D.C. Lottery’s website for its Cherry Blossom Doubler instant scratch game, the chance of winning a prize on a given ticket is about 17%. Imagine that a person stops at a convenience store on the way home from work every Monday and Tuesday to buy a scratcher ticket to play the game.
   a. Develop a tree diagram showing the four possible outcomes of playing over these two days. Call stage 1 “Monday,” and use the symbols W for a winning ticket and L for a non-winning ticket.
   b. What is the chance that the player will not win on Monday but will win on Tuesday?
   c. What is the chance that the player will win at least once during the two-day period?